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In 2012, as part of the so-called spring agreement,
the new Dutch government coalition reserved
10 million Euro for nature projects on the BES
islands as part of a 200 million Euro package for
nature in the Netherlands. In the end however,
the coalition decided to cut this extra funding for
nature, including the BES part. The new Minister
of Agriculture (=”State Secretary” of Economic
Affairs) subsequently managed to get back some
of that funding intended for the provinces and the
provinces agreed that a small part should also go
to the BES islands. In April 2013 the Minister presented the “Nature Policy Plan for the Caribbean
Netherlands 2013-2017” to the Dutch Parliament.
This plan included the intent to provide a one-time
allotment of 7.5 million Euro, at that time US$ 9.8
million, for a period of 4 years (the duration of the
Nature Policy Plan). In September 2013 this was
implemented in a Ministerial Decree setting the
amount (in US$) and the objectives of this funding,
the criteria for eligibility and the mechanism for
proposing projects. The funding was made available as a special allotment for the public entities,
a three-person advisory committee was appointed
to evaluate project proposals and advise on their
eligibility and effectiveness towards
the objectives.

The objectives of the funding were to promote:
coral reef conservation;
sustainable use of nature, or
the synergy of sustainable use of nature in
combination with agriculture and tourism.
Because of the way the funding was set up, only
Public Entities (island governments) could propose
projects for funding and a set amount was allocated for each island. The idea was for the islands
to consult with the local stakeholders (NGOs) to
identify specific projects to be proposed. In 2015
a mid-term evaluation was commissioned by the
Minister and this led to an extension of the end
date of projects (originally October 2017) with two
years, taking into account the long road from project formulation, submission by the islands, review
by the advisory commission and final approval
and contracting and disbursement to the island.
The submission deadline for projects, October
2016, was not changed however, due to budgetary
constraints.
From the start in October 2013 till the end date in
October 2016, a total of 23 projects were
approved, 10 from Bonaire, 7 from Saba and 6
from St. Eustatius (see table) . The final date
for implementation of the projects is the 1st of
October 2019.
Would you like to stay up-to-date?
You can follow all the Nature funding projects
on Bonaire on Facebook @NTBDN and website
https://bibadinaturalesa.com
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Check also NTBDN TV: https://bibadinaturalesa.com/
nos-ta-biba-di-naturalesa-tv/
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SUBJECT

Ecological restoration Lac Bay and South coast,
Bonaire

The sustainable agriculture and rural development
program (POP Bonaire)

Feral Pig Control

Reforestation Project

Goat eradication and control in Washington
Slagbaai National Park

ISLAND

ORGANIZATION(S): Lead scientist(s) GOAL

Improve biodiversity and accessibility of Lac
Bay and South coastline of Bonaire by restoring
hydrological conditions, protecting biodiversity
and promoting sustainable tourism.

Create culverts, sediments traps, opening and cleaning of channels in mangroves, build toilet facilities,
clean-ups, education and outreach, natural barriers
for cars to protect breeding grounds of turtles,
flamingos and sterns, research restoration Pink
Beach, monitoring program for evaluation of
interventions.

BON

STINAPA: Sabine Engel
WUR: Dolfi Debrot, Klaas Metselaar
STCB: Mabel Nava
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

BON

Bonaire Agri & Aqua Business BV:
Sherwin Pourier
Wayaká Advies BV: Jan Jaap van
Almenkerk
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

Strengthen entrepreneurship and self-reliance
in rural areas and agriculture (Rincon and Playa
Oost).

Improve entrepreneurship by creating studygroups
for the themes agriculture, live-stock farming and
tourism, stimulate sustainable tourism development,
promote sustainable agriculture to locals and young
people, decrease erosion by restoring dams and
making water accessible for irrigation.

Echo: Julianka Clarenda
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

Recovery of habitats so they are better able to
provide services for people and nature,
improved conditions for agriculture and
increased community support for invasive
species management.

Feral pig density assessment, pig eradication, raising
awareness and support, monitoring program for
evaluation of interventions .

Echo: Julianka Clarenda
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

A restored dry-forest habitat across Bonaire that
is better able to provide services for people and
nature in the present and; in the future through
increased resilience to climate change.

Establish a strategic network of herbivore exclusion
areas within which the abundance and diversity of
native plants is increased.
Increase capacity for habitat restoration through
creating a team of habitat restoration wardens and
the expansion of the native plant nursery.
Build a foundation of community support and
sustainable financing, upon which island wide
dry-forest habitat restoration can be achieved.

STINAPA
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

Draw the goat population down to a manageable
level within 3 years so that the vegatation can
recover

Bringing the number of goats down in Slagbaai and
Washington, practice and train locals and park staff
to effective goat control, monitoring program for
evaluation of interventions, developing long-term
control program, outreach and communication.

BON

BON

BON
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SUBJECT

Coral Restoration

World Heritage Nomination Bonaire Marine Park
and/or other interconnected sites

Erosion control and nature restoration

Bonaire Caves and Karst Nature Reserve

ISLAND

ORGANIZATION(S): Lead scientist(s) GOAL

Restore the shallow populations of elkhorn and
staghorn corals along the coasts of Bonaire and
Klein Bonaire.

Replant degraded reefs with nursery grown corals,
support efforts to improve water quality, developing
multi-clonal thickets of each species of coral that will
be able to successfully reproduce, outreach and communication, involve local dive community in project.

BON

Wolfs Company: Esther Wolfs,
Viviana Lujan & Tim Polaszek
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

Ensure that the quality of the second intermediary nomination file for the nomination of
the Dutch Caribbean marine ecosystem as an
UNESCO World Heritage Site meets the criteria
set by the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the
requirements of the World Heritage committee.

Describe the: (1) fulfilment of the critera for the
Outstanding Universal Value, (2) conditions of
integrity, (3) fulfilment of requirements for protection
and management of the site, (4) carrying capacity
to safeguard this Outstanding Universal Value. Also
demontrate the active support and commitments
of relevant stakeholders and active engagement of
the steering committee. Include interactions marine
and terrestrial ecosystems and marine ecosystems in
Curacao and Venezuela.

BON

Bonaire Agri & Aqua Business BV:
Sherwin Pourier
Wayaká Advies BV:
Jan Jaap van Almenkerk
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

Less erosion towards coral reefs, less flooding
in residental area, increased biodiversity and
nature development, more attractive nature
for tourists, more water for agriculture.

Improve water strorage capacity dams, restoration
Saliña di Vlijt and Saliña Onima, Nature conservation
in abandoned ‘diabaasgroeves’, restoration water
wells and mills and research into catchment area
of Bonaire

Creation of the “Bonaire Caves and Karst Nature
Reserve” to improve the situation for the cave
users, while ensuring that the cave values and
resources are preserved and used for the benefit
of the Bonaire community and visitors to the
island in a sustainable way.

• As a pilot project, a 30-hectare cave park is being
created in Barkadera;
• Create footpaths and hiking trails, provide
signage and fence the perimeter of the park;
• Education of visitors, from safety to the many
different values of the caves and surrounding habitat;
• Cave guide certification course;
• Select and classify the most popular and visited
caves on Bonaire, provide limited and controlled access and signage; protect bat maternity chambers and
monitor the bats;
• Research on temporal patterns of use of the
maternity roost by insectivore bats
• Apply for SICOM (Site of Importance for Bat
Conservation) status for the maternity caves of Myotis
nesopolus and Natalus tumidirostris.

BON

BON

CRF Bonaire: Augusto Montbrun
DRO: Frank van Slobbe

DRO: Frank van Slobbe
WILDCONSCIENCE: Fernando Simal
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ACTIVITIES
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SUBJECT

Campaign environment en nature on Bonaire

Horticultural Project

Hiking trails

ISLAND

BON

SAB

SAB

ORGANIZATION(S): Lead scientist(s) GOAL

ACTIVITIES

DRO: Frank van Slobbe, Peter Montanus

Implement a communication plan to improve
support for nature and enviroment and provide
improved and more strucutural information
about al the nature funding projects ongoing
on Bonaire as well as other nature/environment
projects

• Organize press conferences, briefings and excursion;
• Issue press releases; newsletter, TV and radio
programs, thematic videos, and jingle;
• Produce website and facebook page

Government of Saba: Randall Johnson

Improve horticultural extension to locals and
inspire them to produce horticultural products
(mainly fruits, vegetables) on their own properties in an organic matter, multiplicate indegeous
trees and contribute to the environmentally
conscious image of Saba.

Land lease agreement, establish a horicultural
project, establish a indigenous tree nursery
communication and outreach

Government of Saba: Robert Zagers

Financial support to SCF to upgrade and
maintain hiking trails.

Mount Scenery Trail: repair slippery and damaged
steps, (re)construct steps, construct and install hand
railing along slippery parts, reconstruct and repair
stone walls
Relocation of the rubble and dirt from the current area
to a safe site in the vicinity, which is privately owned.
Stabilization of the reallocated sediment.

Tent Reef Protection

SAB

Government of Saba: Robert Zagers

Eliminate the eminent threat that the dumped
rubble and dirt from the harbor project poses for
Tent reef as part of the protected area; forming
one of Saba’s main tourist attractions

Goat buy-back program

SAB

Government of Saba: Randall Johnson

Protecting nature and agriculture by significantly
decreasing the amount of roaming goats.

Shooting/ slaughtering, storing, selling and/or
exporting the meat

lncreasing sustainable tourism by providing safe
access (both for yachts and corals) to 12 extra
mooring sites for visiting yachts, including 2
mega yacht moorings

Under the supervision of the Saba Conservation
Foundation construction of the mooring blocks and
buying of the necessary mooring materials.
For the deployment of the concrete blocks the help
of the HNLMS Pelikaan of the royal Dutch navy
will be sought.

Yacht mooring project

SAB

Government of Saba
SCF: Kai Wulf
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SUBJECT

Saba national park

Crispeen trail project

Nature Awareness project

ISLAND

ORGANIZATION(S): Lead scientist(s) GOAL

ACTIVITIES

SAB

Government of Saba
SCF: Kai Wulf
SABARC: Ryan Espersen

Conserve Saba’s richest and most undisturbed
biodiversity in the central and northern part of
the island including the top of Mt Scenery (total
area 350 hectares) and to promote sustainable
use with an emphasis on combined nature,
cultural and historical tourism.

Upgraded Trail to Mary’s Point and conservation of
historical structures at Mary’s Point;
Draft legislation for establishing the National Park and
for species protection; Drafting of a management plan
for the National Park; Designing and printing tourist information; Trail on top of mountaln to Hells Gate lookout; Trail on top of mountain to The Bottom lookout;
Creatlng support among landowners and general public
concernlng the National Park; Two trainees educated
to become park ranger; Archaeologlcal excavations
Amerindian fire pit at Mary’s Point village site;
Website with trail information and trail map updated
and printed.

SAB

Government of Saba: Robert Zagers
SCF: Kai Wulf

Repairing/renovating the damaged Crispeen
trail to improve tourism access to nature
through the walking trails

Build or restore walls of varying heights (1 to 4 feet)
height., reconstruct certain steps and parts of the
walking floor and reconstruct the path at Midway

Create a mind shift in the community towards
a sustainable relationship with nature.

Workshops as f.e. on invasive species and economic
value of nature, communication materials such as
booklets and posters, highlight island’s key species.

EUX

Government of St Eustatius
STENAPA: Clarisse Buma
CNSI: Johan Stapel, Hannah Madden
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SUBJECT

Strengthening management of nature

Rodent assessment and control

ISLAND

EUX

EUX

Coral restoration

EUX

Erosion control

EUX

Roaming animals

EUX

ORGANIZATION(S): Lead scientist(s) GOAL

ACTIVITIES

Capacity-building and improvement of
nature conservation management
foundation, STENAPA

Trucks and equipment, additional staff capacity and
materials at the Miriam C. Schmidt Botanical Garden,
and additional equipment, training and capacity in the
terrestrial and marine parks.

Decrease the number of rats on the island and
implement a sustainable rat control program on
the island

Determining the rat density, distribution and ecology
on St. Eustatius.
Implementing a baited poison program.
Reaching out to and empowering the community
through public awareness.

Government of St Eustatius
STENAPA: Jessica Berkel
CNSI: Johan Stapel

Re-establish a healthy branching coral
community

Creating a coral nursery which would supply second
and third generation planting out sized coral colonies.

Government of St Eustatius
CNSI: Johan Stapel

Reduce the amount of erosion that occurs on the
island.

Implementation and time planning to be discussed
and negotiated

Reduction of roaming animals to a sustainable
level and facilitating farmers in the change to
sustainable animal farms.

Collection of roaming animals, create impound areas,
enhance enforcement, tagging and registration of
remaining animals, an information campaign on this
project, research on the export market of meat and
livestock and implement recommendations, safely
store meat and sold on local and export market, realize
a sustainable animal husbandry .

Government of St Eustatius
STENAPA: Clarisse Buma

Government of St Eustatius
CNSI: Hannah Madden
ECPHF: Teresa Leslie

Government of St. Eustatius
LVV: Roberto Hensen
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